
   

  

  

  

   

   

        

BAC, Dapies (44-1039) a 

Director, veh (44-9901) 
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” SACK L. RUBY, AKA, 22-8 
“LEB HARVEY OSWALD, AKA, « - , VICTIM 
CIVIL aicuTs : 

   

     

   
   
    

   

   

    

     
      

  

     

      

     

  

        

  

    

a Otte Leg rye, F . ime —¥ “ 

es “Enclosed horevith are two copies each “of tyo Sa 

“Jetters fron the President's Comission dated 4-3-64 marked - NK 
letter nuaber 1 and letter number 2 for Adentification 

~ HUFPOBOB. we Pe ee ta ee ER cise Thien EE a vay eS 

tao ' Your attention is called to paragraph ‘ ‘of letter 

: gumber 2 and to letter number 2, The items mentioned are se 

forth ‘in report as named in the case entitled “Lee Harvey .:. 

Gswald, 15-8.” <A review of the Ruby filo reflects that in 

the vory early stages of the Ruby investigation both of thes 

4tens mentioned were thoroughly run out, howover, tho result 

: have not been included in investigative "reports. in the Ruby 

7 ease 
ate 

e : : we te ee ~~ wees 

Me with ‘regard to the ‘Sten dn lettor number i, 

paragraph 4, see AT teletype to Bureau, WA and DL dated ° .. 

11-30-63; MM telotype to Bureau, aT and DL dated 11-30-63 ..’: 

and MI teletype to Bureau, AT and DL dated 12-1-63, all 

captioned “Jack L, Ruby, - aaj leot aka. = 

Victim. CRM - <4 —— 

oie ‘with rogard to Jotter ‘nunber’ 2; B00. IP teletype ‘to: ar 

reau, DL and CG dated 11-27-63; RY toletype to Bureau, - ‘DL, =: oo 

, cI "and IP datod 11-27-63; DI: teletype to Bureau, IP, CG, = sae 

; cI and NK dated 11-27-63; CI teletyne to Dureau, CG, Diy'y 

>" and sat dated 12 Woh twas Lah 9 Bureau, LA and ‘DL = 

  

   
   

     

 



    

Airtel to SAC, Da 
RE; JACK L. RUBY, 

ett 2+ 8 

Gated 11-23-63; IP teletype to Bureau and DL dated 11-29-63 eee 
IP teletype to Buroau and DL dated 11-29-63; CI airtel to .f22%5 

‘Bureau and DL dated 12-5-63 a11 captioned “Jack L. Puby, aia; 

Lee Harvey Oswald, aka = Victim. ~ CR." ».~: 2 ages 

“> JYumedlately upon receipt thoroughly rovicy your files meses 

_ to determine if all logical investigation necessary to completely: . 

s~. gesolve the two matters mentioned fn the Coumission's letters 5.2.05. 

“2? has been conducted. « If they have been fully resolved, subsait =-= 

Z3.> results ef the investigation by report suitable for dissenination 

to the Commission. If results vere furnished to your office in & 

form unsuitable for dissexination in the report, advise the _: 

 guxilfary offices involved by telotype to subunit appropriate = 

- Fp-302's of interviews conducted by thea by return airtel. %f.- 

- the étens mentioned were not fully resolved, set out appropriate 

+ Jeads to do 60 immodiately by teletype. — . >.) 2-H : 

sP*°7L > qpetude all dnvestigation conducted to thoroughly 
- gesolve the two itoas mentioned in the Commission's letters in 

your mext report in this case to be submitted no later than .- 

coe 

. - A ee ST Ee 

— With regard to paragraph 1 of lettcr nunbor 1, Chicago 

and WFO have been advisod by airtel dated 4-90-64, copy to Dallas, 

..’ to conduct appropriate check of INS records, end CG will conduct - 

“ae, , Such Lurther investigation necessary to elarify 

“Se! by the Commission, «80 teeter ce 
i 5 : ae 

ae oa Ao.” WA th respect_to paragraph 2 

+i,-Bureau 4s preparing & letteorh 

“+. WeKeown which will be furnished to the 7 age 

<mentioned in paragraph 3 of letter number 1 is being handled - 

“py. San Francisco pursuant to. instructio el to SF 

- dated 4-7-64 with copy to Dallas. 2.02.05 aetEh 
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ads a Sage aie 
o. the Commission by letter dated 4-3-64 pointed out 

te an allegation set forth in one of the Osvald case reports as 
received from an Atlanta informant to the effect that Ruby <4 
was involved with a group of ex~airline pilots in an attempt = . 

~~ to smuggle arms to Cuba, File review reflects that in wire 
. teletypes submitted the persons connected with the enterprise - rn, 

were interviewed and leads were set out to further resolve the : 
matter, In a second letter from the Commission dated 4-3-6453 

_ they mention an interview with one George Fehrenbach which is 
i, contained in a report in the Oswald case wherein Fehrenbach - Sas 
“alleges that he met a person he believed to be Ruby in noniste 

“ Indiana,"in 1947, which person was participating in Communist .;.' 
Party activities. 
was also thoroughly run out in teletypes and participants # 

- interviewed. In both instances from information available ‘in 
- *Bufiles, it was indicated that the allegations were without =: 
factual basis, Dallas is bdng instructed to immediately ees 

include this investigation in a report. for dissemination 

  

   


